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Abstract
This work reports on the microstructural and high-temperature impedance spectroscopy study of a family of
dielectric ceramics Ba6MNb9O30 (M= Ga, Sc, In) of tetragonal tungsten bronze (TTB) structure with relaxor
properties. For Ba6GaNb9O30 and Ba6InNb9O30 pellets, the SEM images have revealed good, dense internal
microstructures, with well-bonded grains and only discrete porosity; in contrast Ba6ScNb9O30 pellets had a
poorer microstructure, with many small and poorly-bonded grains gathered in agglomerates, resulting in
significant continuous porosity and poorly defined grain boundary regions. The electroactive regions were
characterised by the bulk and grain boundaries capacitances and resistances, while their contribution to the
electrical conduction process was estimated by determining activation energies from the temperature (Arrhenius)
dependence of both electric conductivities and time constants. For Ga and In analogues the electronic
conductivity are dominated by the bulk response, while for Sc analogue, the poorly defined grain boundaries
give a bulk-like response, mixing with the main bulk contribution.
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1. Introduction
Within ceramic materials, a very interesting and important class is represented by
electroceramics, which have useful electrical, optical and magnetic properties. Generally,
electroceramics are advanced materials that are used in high technology applications. Their
properties depend on the complex interplay of structural, processing and compositional
variables. Even simple single-phase ceramic materials (not composite materials) have
complex behaviour, of which usually the bulk (intrinsic) properties of the crystal are those of
interest; therefore, dense ceramics – free from extrinsic effects (e.g. grain boundary, surface
and electrode interfaces, dopant segregation, etc.) – are desired. They are used for various
applications, as insulators, capacitors, temperature sensors and varistors, gas sensors, ionic
electrolytes in fuel cell and rechargeable battery applications [1,2].
Insulators are chemical compounds that have the outer shell electrons locked in either
strong covalent bonds or are restricted to close regions to an atomic nucleus (if the case of an
ionic compound), and are unable to move through the structure in order to facilitate electrical
conduction [1,2]. They are often referred as dielectrics, with the only mention that the term
―insulator‖ is generally used to indicate electrical obstruction while the term ―dielectric‖ is
used to indicate the material capacity to store energy, i.e. to become polarised under an
applied field. In dielectrics, the valence band is usually full; the next energy band is separated
by a large forbidden band gap. As the forbidden band gap is larger, fewer electrons from the
valence band have enough thermal energy to pass into the conduction band, and thus such
materials become very good insulators. Solid dielectrics are definitely the most used
dielectrics in electrical engineering, generally as: a) electrical insulating materials for coating
or wrapping wires and cables that carry electric current (most plastics, electrical insulation
paper, porcelain and glass) or b) as dielectric components in electronic devices (ceramics),
such as rectifiers, transducers and amplifiers [3]. The required properties for a ―good
dielectric‖ are: high dielectric constant, low dielectric loss, thermal stability, tuneable
temperature coefficients, high quality factors at many frequencies, high intrinsic breakdown
for pulse power applications and resistance to interference from electromagnetic fields [4].
Polar dielectrics such as piezoelectrics or ferroelectrics are useful in electronic
devices, as capacitors or resonators, mainly to their high permittivities [5]; with the demand
for increasing the power processing of computers, the market was flooded with various multilayer ceramic capacitors that led to a greater appreciation of the research concerning the
relationship between chemical composition, structure and electrical properties of new
dielectric materials [6-9]. Relaxor ferroelectric phenomenon was observed in ceramics

materials for nearly four decades [9-11]; for example, PMN-PT is a typical relaxor
ferroelectric, with large piezoelectric effect and optical anisotropy [11].
More recently, besides the perovskite-based (ABO3) materials, the tetragonal tungsten
bronze (TTB) class of materials – Figure 1 – which is related to perovskites [12], has begun to
garner renewed interest in the research community [12-15]. The very versatile TTB structure:
(A1)2(A2)4(C)4(B1)2(B2)8O30 allows for the inclusion of particular metals into the five
different TTB sites [16] and offers the possibility of adjusting both electric and magnetic
behaviour [17,18]. The TTB structure has a repetitive perovskite unit in the middle (A1),
while the additional corner-sharing BO6 octahedra create another two types of channels in the
structure: the A2-site and the C-site. The A1 sites are 12-coordinated and defined by 8
octahedra, the four larger A2 sites are 15-coordinated and defined by 10 octahedra, while the
four trigonal C-sites are 9-coordinated and defined by 6 octahedra; moreover, the BO6
octahedra are non-equivalent (two B1 sites and eight B2 sites) – Figure 1. This rich diversity
of elements which can be incorporated into the TTB structure allows for compositional tuning
that has been exploited for development of new phases [13,19] ranging from ferroelectrics
[20-22] to microwave dielectrics [23,24] and to ionic conductors [25].

Figure 1 Polyhedral representation of the tetragonal tungsten bronze (TTB) aristotype structure viewed
down the c-axis.

During the last few years, the research dedicated to novel TTB ferroelectric and
ferroelectric-related materials resurrected [15-22,26-31], with the Ba6FeNb9O30 (BFNO) [3235] as starting point. Earlier data reported that BFNO is ferroelectric with TC values either in
the range 133-138 K [36] or 570-583 K [37,38], however being not electrically homogeneous
[29] and with oxygen vacancy gradients due to the variable oxidation state of Fe (Fe3+/Fe2+);
both low temperature dielectric spectroscopy and high temperature impedance spectroscopy
measurements indicated more electroactive regions than anticipated [16].
A family of relaxor TTBs of composition Ba6M3+Nb9O30, where the trivalent species
do not have variable oxidation states (e.g. Ga3+, Sc3+, In3+) was chosen in order to avoid these
additional complications during the study of this type of materials and reported by Arnold &
Morrison [16]. Prior to this study, identical powders and pellets of these three Ga, Sc and In
analogues of Ba6MNb9O30 ceramic materials, prepared under the same conditions, were
investigated by temperature-dependent powder neutron diffraction (TDPND) and by dielectric
spectroscopy (DS); the confirmation of the phase formation and the crystallographic

identification, but also the relaxor dielectric properties of these dense ceramic materials were
already reported [39]. The analysis of dielectric data showed a systematic (almost linear)
increase in the dipolar stability of these materials with increasing M3+ cation size.
Characteristic temperature parameters for each compound were extracted from both dielectric
and crystallographic data as a function of temperature: the Vogel-Fulcher dipole freezing
temperature, TVF; TUDR corresponding to absolute flattening of the dielectric loss peak in the
frequency domain; and Tc/a corresponding to the maximum crystallographic tetragonal strain.
These temperature parameters were essentially coincidental and describe the slowing of
dipolar response on cooling and the eventual ―locking‖ of the B-cation displacements along
the c-axis, (i.e. dipole freezing) [39]. The dynamics of dielectric relaxation of dipoles was
extensively investigated by fitting the dielectric permittivity data to the Vogel-Fulcher (VF)
model in order to monitor the reproducibility and validity of the physical results. We have
shown that Vogel-Fulcher fits are very sensitive. Constraining some of the fundamental
relaxation parameters to physically sensible values or varying the fitting range itself, results in
a large range of values associated with the dielectric relaxation processes; restriction of the
frequency domain due to experimental noise or instrumentation limits also has a dramatic
influence on the values obtained [40].
Recently, resonance ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) investigation of our Ga-analogue
revealed that the main relaxor behaviour is accompanied by both elastic and anelastic
relaxations [41]. In addition to an understanding of the chemical bonding, crystal structure
and macroscopic dielectric properties, it is very important to understand the ceramic
microstructure [42] and to identify and characterise the electrical behaviour of micro-regions
[1,43-45] in order to fully characterize these ceramic materials. For adjusting technological
conditions to prepare electroceramic materials, microstructure (grain homogeneity, grain
morphology – shape and size, grain orientation, grain boundaries) must be determined and
understood. Moreover, imperfections and defects affect all sorts of properties, by changing
electrical behaviour, creating dislocations and finally producing mechanical failure. In this
paper, the ceramic microstructure for three compositions, Ba6MNb9O30 (M=Ga, Sc, In) was
investigated in order to identify the electroactive regions present within these materials, and
identify their influence on the macroscopic dielectric response. The capacitances and
resistivities for both bulk and grain boundaries were estimated using combined impedance
and modulus spectroscopy. The electric conductivities and the time constants were
determined for both bulk and grain boundary regions and their contribution to the overall
electrical conduction processes were investigated.

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
Three ceramic compositions: Ba6MNb9O30 (M=Ga, Sc, In) [16] were synthesised by standard
solid-state techniques. Stoichiometric ratios of dried BaCO3, Nb2O5, Ga2O3, In2O3, (all
Aldrich, 99+%) and Sc2O3 (Stanford Materials Corporation, 99.999%) were ball milled in
ethanol until homogenized (5 mins at 400 rpm, using a Fritsch Pulverisette 7 system with
agate mortar and balls). Powders were placed on platinum foil in alumina boats inside a
muffle furnace at 600 °C (static air atmosphere) and fired initially to 1000 °C, left to
decarbonate for 1 hour, and further fired for 12 hours at 1250 °C (heating rates: 10 K·min-1).
After quenched to room temperature, they were reground and heated at 1250 °C for a further
12 hours in alumina boats inside the same muffle furnace. After re-milling under the same
conditions powders were subsequently re-sintered for 6.5 hours each, in a tube furnace at the
following temperatures: 1300 °C (for Ba6GaNb9O30) and 1350 °C (for Ba6ScNb9O30 and
Ba6InNb9O30 – Table 1.
Pellets of these three materials were prepared by uniaxial pressing the powders to 11.1 tonne in a 10 mm diameter stainless steel die, producing a pressure of around 125-140
MPa. The green bodies were sintered on platinum foil in alumina boats inside a tube furnace
for 6.5 hours at the temperatures previously reported in Ref. 16, i.e., 1300 °C for
Ba6GaNb9O30, and 1350 °C for Ba6ScNb9O30 and for Ba6InNb9O30; then cooled down to room
temperature (heating and cooling rates used were of 10 K·min-1) [16]. The obtained
cylindrical pellets had diameters typically between 9.6 and 9.9 mm; a precise description of
the relative densities obtained after sintering, but also of the employed reaction temperatures,
sintering temperatures and their corresponding times are presented in Table 1.
Table 1 Fabrication details of Ba6M3+Nb9O30 (M3+ = Ga3+, Sc3+, In3+) ceramic powders and pellets,
and relative densities of the resulting pellets used for electrical studies

2.2. Investigation techniques
In order to probe or distinguish between different regions within the ceramic, microstructural
characterization techniques shall be used [44]. Electron microscopy techniques with
incorporated analytical facilities have been widely used for determining structural and
compositional variations but provide limited or no insight into differences in electrical
behaviour. Although the electrical properties of materials are closely related to their physical
microstructure, for the electrically active regions, the above mentioned technique is not
appropriate, and techniques which combine microscopy and electrical probes are not easy to

handle [46]. Cathode-luminescence techniques [47] have been used to observe directly
potential barriers at grain boundaries but again this is a complex technique which can be
destructive to the sample. More commonly separation of grain boundary and bulk effects can
be achieved by measuring electrical properties using techniques such as impedance
spectroscopy [48].
For scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measurements, a JEOL JSM 5600 SEM
machine with attached EDX system, providing 3.5 nm resolution and a magnification of
300,000× was utilised. The employed current was ranging between 10-9 and 10-12 A and the
accelerating voltage from 0.5 to 30 kV. A copper cylinder, covered with carbon tape was
secured onto an aluminium support. Small fragments of the ceramic pellets were placed on the
carbon tape. The aluminium support was introduced into the JEOL JSM 5600 SEM machine
and the scans were started only after vacuum was obtained in the chamber.
For the high-temperature impedance spectroscopy (HT-IS) measurements, both planar
external surfaces of the dense ceramic pellets were polished with SiC paper, then covered
with organic-platinum paste electrodes (C2011004D5, Gwent Electronic Materials Ltd, UK).
Each pellet face was covered with electrode paste were dried at 80 °C and placed on platinum
foil and cured at 900 °C for approximately 1 hour in order to obtain Pt electrodes (eliminate
the organic parts) and sinter the electrode. The electroded samples were mounted in an
impedance alumina jig, similar to the one designed by Bruce and West [49]; the impedance
jig was placed in a horizontal tube furnace controlled to ± 1 ºC. The temperature was
increased step by step and when samples had reaching the desired temperature, they were left
to equilibrate for approximately 15-20 minutes before taking the measurement. A Hewlett
Packard 4192A LF impedance analyser was used to collect data over a frequency range of ca.
5 Hz – 13 MHz, in the temperature range r.t.–900 K and under an applied ac voltage of 100
mV. Data analysis was carried out using commercial ―ZView‖ software, version 2.9c [50];
both complex plane plots and spectroscopic plots of both impedance and modulus formalisms
were utilised, as described in detail below.

3. Results and discussion
Under the present circumstances, an investigation of the pellet morphology for each
analogue compound of the series (Ba6GaNb9O30, Ba6ScNb9O30 and Ba6InNb9O30) was carried
out in relation with the identification of the electroactive regions within the same materials by
high-temperature impedance spectroscopy. Since the electric conductivities and also the time
constants are following the Arrhenius law, it is therefore possible to better discriminate and

understand the contribution of the bulk and grain boundaries to the electrical conduction
processes.
3.1. Microstructural analysis for Ba6MNb9O30 (M = Ga, Sc, In) ceramics
In order to correlate to the electrical properties, SEM was used to determine the grain
size and morphology and porosity. Surface features that are tilted toward or closer to the
detector appear especially bright because electrons emitted from these regions have a great
probability of reaching the detector. This fact can be used to distinguish raised features and
depressions in the surface of the specimen [51].
All investigated pellets were white, with no evident colour gradient on the external or
fractured surfaces; characteristic micrographs of the ceramic microstructures are given below.
On the external surface of pellets, for all three analogues, similar features are present (Figure
2). The external microstructure is continuous and appears uniform; scratches on the surface
are due to the polishing process (using SiC polishing paper).

Figure 2 SEM micrographs for the external surfaces of a Ba6InNb9O30 pellet.

The SEM images of Ba6GaNb9O30 pellet revealed a highly dense microstructure with wellbonded grains (as shown from the intragranular nature of the fracture), and with only a few
isolated pores, Figures 3a, 3b and 3d. The high processing temperature (1300 °C), which is
close to the melting temperature, means that the Ba6GaNb9O30 pellets sintered well (ρr =
94.55%,

see

Table
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and

this

is

consistent

with

the

SEM

images.

The

parallelepiped/columnar nature of the grains can be observed on the interior surfaces of
isolated pores (left lower corner in Figure 3c); the grain size appears to be fairly uniform and
of the order of 5-10 μm.
Figure 3 SEM images of the fracture surface of a Ba6GaNb9O30 pellet sintered at 1300 °C.

The SEM images of Ba6ScNb9O30 pellet, Figure 4, revealed a poor microstructure by
comparison, with poorly-bonded grains sizes ranging from 2 to 10 μm and significant
continuous porosity, again consistent with the lower relative density of 88%, Table 1.
Figure 4 SEM images of the fracture surface of a Ba6ScNb9O30 pellet obtained at 1350 °C.

The majority of grains are almost round in morphology and are bonded to each other
with neck-like grain boundaries – Figures 4b and 4c. There are also apparently denser

agglomerates formed of 4-5 bigger grains (of ~ 3 μm x 3.5 μm each) or of 10-20 smaller
grains (of ~ 2 μm x 2.5 μm each) – Figures 4a and 4b. The area of these agglomerates vary
from 20 x 25 μm2 to 30 x 35 μm2 and are linked by some independent small grains with
irregular shapes and dimensions – Figures 4b and 4c. These agglomerates, however do not
account for a very significant volume fraction and the majority of the sample consists of the
fairly small grains with poor continuity – Figure 4c. The low processing temperature of 1350
°C (compared to the melting temperature which is higher than 1400 °C) may be the cause for
the poor microstructure.
SEM images of Ba6InNb9O30 pellet reveal a dense microstructure, with big grains and
no clusters – Figures 5a and 5b. Many grains have columnar aspect (of ~ 3 μm x 7 μm each),
while others have a melt-like appearance; the grains are well bonded resulting in clearly
defined grain boundaries.
Figure 5 SEM images of the fracture surface of a Ba6InNb9O30 pellet obtained at 1350 °C.

There is some discrete porosity, Figures 5c and 5d, but the majority of the sample consists of
a continuous matrix of course grained material. These results confirm the high relative density
(ρr = 92.15%, see Table 1) and most likely is a result of the high processing temperature
(1350 °C), which approaches the melting temperature.
In the series of these three compounds, the Ba6GaNb9O30 and Ba6InNb9O30 pellets
have sintered very well because they were subjected to temperatures close to their melting
ones (50 °C less than 1350 °C and 1400 °C, respectively); therefore it has resulted in robust
and dense materials. The microstructure of the Ba6ScNb9O30 pellet, which was sintered at
1350 °C, is not that good in comparison with that of the other two and this affects the
electrical properties as discussed below.
3.2. High-temperature impedance spectroscopy for Ba6MNb9O30 (M = Ga, Sc, In) ceramics
In order to describe the behaviour of different electroactive regions within these ceramics,
high temperature impedance spectroscopy studies have been carried out. Such AC methods
used over a wide range of frequencies have obvious advantages over the conventional DC
resistance method [48,52], providing a better understanding of different regions or even
electrically inhomogeneity in materials. In most of the cases, the impedance spectroscopy
plots are composed of several overlapping semicircular arcs (Nquist plots) or of Debye-like
peaks representing the contributions of various components to the overall resistance and

capacitance of the sample. Each region has a characteristic response, and in a first
approximation it can be modelled using an equivalent circuit consisting of parallel resistorcapacitor (RC) electrical elements that are connected in series; the product of the two R and C
components gives a characteristic electrical relaxation time (or time constant), τ – equation 1,
which is unique to a region within a material [48,52].
τi = Ri · Ci

(1)

The microstructural results suggest that the pellets of all three analogue TTB ceramics
(Ba6GaNb9O30, Ba6ScNb9O30 and Ba6InNb9O30) might consist of bulk and grain boundary
regions that would be represented by two RC elements, one associated with the bulk
(intragranular) response and the another may be the grain boundary (or other thin layer
effects) [32,53,54]. There are cases when other electroactive regions manifest in the electrical
responses; they can be described as well by parallel RC elements placed in series with those
used for the grain boundary and bulk regions. Such additional parasite regions usually are
surface layers or non-ohmic pellet/electrode contacts [52].
RC elements were separated into independent R (resistance) and C (capacitance)
values by using both impedance and electric modulus [44,55]. Each RC element gives rise to
a semicircle in the complex impedance (Z*: Z* = Z’ – j·Z”) plot and to another one in the
complex electric modulus (M*: M* = M’ + j·M” = j·ω·C0·Z*) plot – for example, the Nquist
plot in Figure 6d. As well, it gives rise to a Debye-like peak in the spectroscopic plot of the
imaginary impedance (Z”) vs. frequency (i.e. Figure 6a) and in the spectroscopic plot of the
imaginary electric modulus (M”) vs. frequency (i.e. Figure 6b) – representation, on a
logarithmic scale of frequencies [52].
For almost perfect semicircles, reasonably accurate values of R and C may be obtained
from the intercepts in the complex plane plots of Z* (Z” vs. Z’) or M* (M” vs. M’). However,
for these samples (Figures 6d, 7d and 8d), there is present only one semicircle in each of the
complex plots Z* or M*, and those semicircles are highly asymmetric; therefore, fittings are
more difficult and time-consuming, while evaluations less accurate. The Z’’ and M’’ values in
the Debye peak are described by equations 2 and 3:
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where ω is the angular frequency (ω = 2πf, where f is the frequency in Hz) and ε0 is the
permittivity of free space (8.854×10-14 F·cm-1).
Debye peaks in Z” spectra are dominated by RC elements with largest R values
whereas the M” spectra are dominated by RC elements with smallest C values (typically the
largest volume fraction and therefore the bulk response).
The angular frequency (ωmax) at the maxima of Z* or M* semicircles, and
correspondingly at the Debye peak maxima for each RC element is given by equation 4:

max  2f max  ( RC )1   1

(4)

where fmax is the frequency at the peak maximum, the product R·C is the time constant, τ, of
the corresponding RC element. The time constant and the frequency at the peak maximum are
intrinsic characteristics of each the RC element (hey are independent of geometry) [52].
For a Debye response (ideal), the magnitude of the imaginary data at the peak maxima
(Z” and M”), where ω·R·C = ωmax·R·C = 1, are given by:

Z "max  R / 2

(5)

M "max   0 /( 2C )

(6)

By using these expressions 4-6, R and C values can be determined from Z‖max and
M”max, respectively. The electric response may be assigned therefore to: bulk region, grain
boundary region or electrode surface, from the magnitude of the C values [44].
As a first stage of data analysis, the number of electroactive regions were evaluated
from the number of Debye-like peaks in the Z” and M” spectrum and which appear at distinct
relaxation frequencies. Since at room temperature the peaks are not present in the measuring
frequency range (roughly, 10-107 Hz), measurements at higher temperatures have been carried
out. However, up to considerable high temperatures in the M‖ plot (638 K for Ba6GaNb9O30,
758 K for Ba6ScNb9O30, 738 K for Ba6InNb9O30) only a tail is observed instead of the entire
peak (with fmax < 10 Hz) or at least the peak maximum. In the Z” plot also, up to the same
high temperatures as in the M” plot – and even higher for Ba6GaNb9O30 (778 K), only a tail is
observed instead of the entire peak (with fmax < 10 Hz) or at least the peak maximum.
Starting with the temperatures indicated above, isothermal impedance spectroscopy
measurements have been systematically carried out at every 20 degrees, up to 863 K. In these

temperature ranges, the entire peak maximum is observed allowing estimation of R and C
values using the methodology described above.
For the Ba6GaNb9O30 analogue, high-temperature impedance spectroscopy data are
presented in Figure 6. The impedance appears to show two poorly resolved (overlapping)
responses as indicated by the asymmetric peak in the Z” vs. freq. plot (Figure 6a) and the
broad asymmetric semicircle in the complex (Z*) Z” vs. Z’ plane plot (at 761 K and at 802 K,
for example). Moreover, at lower temperatures (at 720 K for example), the curve of Z*
complex plot is not only asymmetric, but clearly shows two independent responses (Figure
6d, upper graphic). By contrast, the presented electric modulus, which is more sensitive to the
bulk, exhibits a single response (narrow and almost ideal response) in the Debye peak (M” vs.
freq. plot, Figure 6b). The complex plot M* contains a single semicircle, but with a degree of
asymmetry, particularly at low frequency (Figure 6d, lower graphic). The higher frequency
response which dominates the modulus spectra was attributed to the bulk response and the
lower frequency one which dominates the impedance was assigned to the grain boundary. In
Figure 6c it can be easily observed that the grain boundary and bulk time constants are
separated by less than 3 orders of magnitude of frequency and are therefore hard to resolve;
however as they dominate the impedance and modulus, respectively, it should be possibly to
distinguish their character to some degree.
High-temperature impedance spectroscopy data for the Ba6ScNb9O30 analogue are
presented in Figure 7. Again the impedance data appears to show two responses as indicated
by the asymmetric peak in Z” vs. freq. plot (Figure 7a) and the asymmetric semicircle in the
complex (Z*) Z” vs. Z’ graphic (asymmetry at low frequencies in all experiments carried out
at different temperatures

Figure 6 Selective high-temperature impedance spectroscopy data for Ba6GaNb9O30: spectroscopic plot
of Z” (a), M” (b) and combined Z” and M” plot at 802 K (c);
complex impedance (Z*) and modulus (M*) plots (d).

Figure 7 Selective high-temperature impedance spectroscopy data for Ba6ScNb9O30: spectroscopic plot
of Z” (a), M” (b) and combined Z” and M” plot at 824 K (c);
complex impedance (Z*) and modulus (M*) plots (d).

The electric modulus, which is more sensitive to the bulk, exhibits a single, narrow
and almost ideal response in the Debye peak (M” vs. freq. plot, Figure 7b), but only at high

temperatures; at lower temperatures (783 K or 803 K), it is not a perfect Debye peak, with
more asymmetry than for the other two compounds with Ga or In. The complex plot M*
contains a single semicircle, which was again assigned to the bulk response, but with a degree
of asymmetry, particularly at high frequencies (Figure 7d, lower graphic). In Figure 7c it can
be easily observed that the ―grain boundary‖ and bulk responses have similar time constants,
resulting in overlapping peaks in the frequency domain. The similarity of the time constants
results from the poor microstructure of the Ba6ScNb9O30 pellet as described in the previous
section and mainly as can be observed from Figure 4. The poorly defined and neck-like nature
of the grain boundaries results in a much more ―bulk-like‖ response for these regions [48]. An
in-depth analysis of the influence of microstructure and thermal processing of Ba6ScNb9O30
ceramics on the electrical properties will be carried out in a subsequent work.
Selected impedance data for Ba6InNb9O30 are presented in Figure 8 and contains
similar features to the other samples. The impedance appears to show two responses as
indicated by the asymmetric peak in Z” vs. freq. plot (Figure 8a) and the broad asymmetric
semicircle in the complex (Z*) Z” vs. Z’ graphic (at low frequencies). By contrast, the
presented electric modulus, which dominated by the bulk, exhibits a single response (narrow
and almost ideal response) in the Debye peak (M” vs. freq. plot, Figure 8b). The complex plot
M* contains a single semicircle, but with only a low degree of asymmetry, particularly at very
high frequencies (Figure 8d, lower graphic). In Figure 8c it can be easily observed that the
frequency range grain boundary and bulk responses again overlap again making absolute
deconvolution of their associated R and C values difficult.
For each sample the bulk capacitance, Cb, and ―grain boundary‖ resistance, Rgb, were
approximated from the magnitude of M”max and Z”max, using equations (5) and (6),
respectively; the corresponding bulk resistance, Rb, was determined from expression (4). For
all three analogues, the capacitance of the bulk (Cb) decreases systematically with increasing
temperature, while the resistance of the bulk (Rb) also decreases. All Cb values are in the
range 3.3-1.5×10-11 F·cm-1, characteristic of bulk values [44]. At 843-844 K, Cb increases
from 1.556×10-11 F·cm-1 for the Ga analogue, to 2.067×10-11 F·cm-1 for the Sc analogue, and
respectively to 2.62×10-11 F·cm-1 for the In analogue. For the ―grain boundary‖ capacitances
(Cgb), the values are only slightly higher than for the bulk ones, largely due to mixing with the
bulk response. The Sc analogue in particular has a lower than expected grain boundary
capacitance (Cgb=2.602×10-11 F·cm-1 at 843 K) with practically the same value as the bulk.
This is consistent with the more bulk-like nature of the necks between the grains as

determined by SEM, Figure 4. Based on the capacitance values and similarities of time
constant (τ) of the bulk and ―grain boundary‖ responses it is not clear that the data determines
a ―grain boundary‖ response in the true sense.
Figure 8 Selective high-temperature impedance spectroscopy data for Ba6InNb9O30:
spectroscopic plot of Z” (a), M” (b) and combined Z” and M” plot at 843 K (c);
complex impedance (Z*) and modulus (M*) plots (d).

The high-temperature impedance spectroscopy data have revealed broadly similar
behaviour of the three compounds; they are electrical insulators, with only moderate levels of
conductivity at temperatures >350 °C.

3.3. Electrical conduction processes in Ba6MNb9O30 (M = Ga, Sc, In) ceramics
The electrical conductivity, σ, of both bulk (σb) and ―grain boundary‖ (σgb) responses at
temperatures above 640 K (for the bulk, from M” vs. freq. data) or 780 K (for the grain
boundary, from Z” vs. freq. data) for Ba6GaNb9O30, and above 740 K for Ba6ScNb9O30 and
Ba6InNb9O30, was possible to be evaluate.
The electrical conductivity data, σ (where σ=1/R), of both bulk and grain boundary
components for all three analogues of Ba6MNb9O30, followed the Arrhenius-type behaviour
(Figures 9 and 10) as described by equation 7:
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where σ0 is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation energy of the electrical conduction
process, k is the Boltzmann constant (1.38×10-23 J·K-1 or 8.617×10-5 eV·K-1) and T is the
absolute temperature.
Bulk electrical conductivity, σb, evaluated from the M”max vs. freq. data contains a
systematic error as first a perfect Debye response is assumed in order to calculate Cb using
(equation 6). This approximation is further transformed into Rb (from eq. 4, and is equal to
1/(2πfmaxCb)), and only used to calculate σb. The straight lines of logσ vs. (1/T) for the bulk
electrical conduction in Ba6GaNb9O30, Ba6ScNb9O30 and Ba6InNb9O30 are not parallel (Figure
9); the slopes give different activation energies, but without following a systematic evolution
when changing the M3+ atom in Ba6MNb9O30 formula (Table 2).
In the case of the ―grain boundary‖ electrical conductivity, σgb, evaluated from the
Z”max vs. freq. data, there is again a simplification of assuming a Debye response in order to

calculate Rb, (equation 5). The straight lines of logσ vs. (1/T) for Ba6GaNb9O30, Ba6InNb9O30
are fairly parallel, while the Ba6ScNb9O30 one is not (Figure 10). The activation energies for
the grain boundary electrical conduction processes, when using the electrical conduction data,
are presented in Table 2. The slopes give close activation energies for the Ga and In analogues
(0.70 eV, respectively 0.82 eV), while for the Sc analogue the value is larger: 1.127 eV. If
relating to the microstructural results, only for the Sc analogue the grains arrangement would
have predicted such influence (Figure 4), while for the Ga and In analogues, the influence of
the bulk is present and consists in mixing with the ―grain boundary‖ response and therefore
lowering the activation energies.
However, in both cases, from the activation energy values it is evident that for the
Ba6GaNb9O30 and Ba6InNb9O30 pellets, the conduction mechanisms are dominated by the
bulk response, while for Ba6ScNb9O30 pellet the ―grain boundary‖ effects have significant
influence.

Figure 9 Arrhenius plot of the bulk electrical conductivity data
(from M”max vs. freq.) for Ba6GaNb9O30, Ba6ScNb9O30 and Ba6InNb9O30 analogues.

Figure 10 Arrhenius plot of the grain boundary electrical conductivity data
(from Z”max vs. freq.) for Ba6GaNb9O30, Ba6ScNb9O30 and Ba6InNb9O30 analogues.

Much simpler and direct evaluation may be however performed; the time constants, τ,
are directly measured (actually the frequency at the M” and Z” peak maxima, fmax, and τ
equals 2πfmax) and are more accurate, requiring no additional approximations. It was possible
to measure the time constant (τ) of both bulk (τb) and ―grain boundary‖ (τgb) components, at
temperatures >640 K (for the bulk, from M” vs. freq. data) or 780 K (for the grain boundary,
from Z” vs. freq. data) for Ba6GaNb9O30, and above 740 K for Sc and In analogues.
The time constant data, τ (where τ = 2πfmax), of both bulk and grain boundary
components for all three insulating analogues of Ba6MNb9O30, follow the Arrhenius-type
behaviour also (Figure 11), as described by equation 8:
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where τ0 is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation energy of the electrical conduction
process, k is the Boltzmann constant (1.38×10-23 J·K-1 or 8.617×10-5 eV·K-1) and T is the
absolute temperature.
The straight lines logτ vs. (1/T) for the grain boundary component of all three analogue
compounds are parallel (Figure 11) – blue fitting straight lines. The slopes give very close
activation energies for all three analogues of Ba6ScNb9O30, ~ 1.25 eV (Table 2). For
Ba6ScNb9O30 and Ba6InNb9O30, the Z” Debye-like curves (Figures 7a and 8a) do not only
evolve in the same manner (characterized by the same activation energies), but they have
identical time constants for each investigated temperature (overlapping straight lines and same
intercept (τ0), the pre-exponential factor). Thus, for all three compounds the conduction
mechanism of the ―grain boundaries‖ appears to be quite similar.
The fact that the time constant for bulk and ―grain boundary‖ in all three samples is
less than an order of magnitude (much less in the case of the Sc and In analogues) and have a
similar magnitude of associated capacitance may strongly suggest that they represent the same
relaxation process or distribution of relaxation processes.
The resulting activation energies corresponding to the bulk are lower than those of
―grain boundaries‖ (Table 2); for the Sc analogue, however, the bulk activation energy is
much higher and more similar to the ―grain boundary‖ one. This is because of the ―grain
boundary‖ influence in this particular case, which is mixed with/or also represents the bulk.
The straight lines of logτ vs. (1/T) for Ba6GaNb9O30, Ba6InNb9O30 are fairly parallel,
while the Ba6ScNb9O30 one is not (Figure 11) – green fitting straight lines. The slopes give
close activation energies for the Ga and In analogues (0.91 eV, respectively 0.80 eV), while
for the Sc analogue the value is larger: 1.23 eV and as described in the precedent paragraph, it
is the same as for the ―grain boundary‖ one.

Figure 11 Arrhenius plots of the bulk and grain boundary time constant data
(from M”max vs. freq. and respectively from Z”max vs. freq.)
for Ba6GaNb9O30, Ba6ScNb9O30 and Ba6InNb9O30 analogues.

If comparing the results obtained by using the electrical conductivity (σ) data to those
obtained by using the time constant (τ) data, it becomes evident that the last ones are more
reliable. This is because the time constant is a measured quantity, while the electrical
conductivity is a quantity that requires assumptions and some mathematical calculations when
processing the experimental data.

Table 2 Activation energies for the bulk and ―grain boundary‖ of Ba 6M3+Nb9O30 electrical conduction processes;
data extracted from the electrical conductivity, σ, and time constant, τ.
where ―r‖ is the correlation coefficient.

Generally, the ―grain boundary‖ activation energy (in average) of the electrical
conduction process (Ēa = 1.25 eV) is higher with 0.40 eV than the bulk activation energy (in
average) of the electrical conduction process (Ēa = 0.85 eV). The conduction mechanisms are
dominated by the bulk response, the samples all being insulators.

4. Conclusions
A family of relaxor dielectrics with the tetragonal tungsten bronze structure (nominal
composition Ba6M3+Nb9O30, M3+ = Ga, Sc or In) was studied using scanning electron
microscopy for characterising the pellet microstructure and by high temperature impedance
spectroscopy to identify the electroactive regions within these materials by calculating the
capacitances and the resistances of both grain boundaries and bulk parts. The electric
conductivities and the time constants were determined, while the contribution of the bulk and
grain boundaries to the electrical conduction processes were understood.
For the Ga and In analogues, the SEM images of the pellets have revealed good, dense
internal microstructures, with well-bonded grains and only discrete porosity; the majority of
the grains have almost completely fused into big lumps of material with irregular shape and
formed continuous interfaces. However, the Sc analogue pellet does not have a very good
internal microstructure, with many small and poorly-bonded grains, gathered in agglomerates
(linked by some independent small grains with irregular shapes and dimensions) and also with
independent small grains exceeding and randomly distributed, resulting in significant
continuous porosity and poorly defined grain boundary regions. They have revealed broadly
similar electric behaviour of the three compounds: electrical insulators, with only moderate
level of conductivity at temperatures above 623 K (350 °C). In the Sc analogue case, the time
constants (τ) of both bulk (τb) and grain boundary (τgb) components have almost the same
values, this fact relating to the poor microsctructure of the pellet as was evidenced previously
(the shape, volume and arrangement of ceramic grains were expected to give a greater
contribution for the grain boundaries to the overall process). From the activation energy
values of the electrical conduction process it was evident that for Ba6GaNb9O30 and
Ba6InNb9O30 the conduction mechanisms are dominated by the bulk response, while for

Ba6ScNb9O30 the grain boundary effects mix strongly with the bulk response making it hard
to clearly assign a specific grain boundary contribution.
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Figure 1 Polyhedral representation of the tetragonal tungsten bronze (TTB) aristotype structure viewed
down the c-axis.

Figure 2 SEM micrographs for the external surfaces of a Ba6InNb9O30 pellet.

Figure 3 SEM images of the fracture surface of a Ba6GaNb9O30 pellet sintered at 1300 °C.

Figure 4 SEM images of the fracture surface of a Ba6ScNb9O30 pellet obtained at 1350 °C.

Figure 5 SEM images of the fracture surface of a Ba6InNb9O30 pellet obtained at 1350 °C.
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Figure 6 Selective high-temperature impedance spectroscopy data for Ba6GaNb9O30: spectroscopic plot of
Z” (a), M” (b) and combined Z” and M” plot at 802 K (c);
complex impedance (Z*) and modulus (M*) plots (d).
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Figure 7 Selective high-temperature impedance spectroscopy data for Ba6ScNb9O30: spectroscopic plot
of Z” (a), M” (b) and combined Z” and M” plot at 824 K (c);
complex impedance (Z*) and modulus (M*) plots (d).
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d)

Figure 8 Selective high-temperature impedance spectroscopy data for Ba6InNb9O30:
spectroscopic plot of Z” (a), M” (b) and combined Z” and M” plot at 843 K (c);
complex impedance (Z*) and modulus (M*) plots (d).
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Figure 9 Arrhenius plot of the bulk electrical conductivity data
(from M”max vs. freq.) for Ba6GaNb9O30, Ba6ScNb9O30 and Ba6InNb9O30 analogues.
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Figure 10 Arrhenius plot of the grain boundary electrical conductivity data
(from Z”max vs. freq.) for Ba6GaNb9O30, Ba6ScNb9O30 and Ba6InNb9O30 analogues.
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Figure 11 Arrhenius plots of the bulk and grain boundary time constant data
(from M”max vs. freq. and respectively from Z”max vs. freq.)
for Ba6GaNb9O30, Ba6ScNb9O30 and Ba6InNb9O30 analogues.

Table 1 Fabrication details of Ba6M3+Nb9O30 (M3+ = Ga3+, Sc3+, In3+) ceramic powders and pellets,
and relative densities of the resulting pellets used for electrical studies
Reaction temperatures/°C and

Sintering

(Reaction time/h)

temperatures/°C

Ba6GaNb9O30

1250 °C (12h) + 1250 °C (12h) +1300 °C (6.5h)

1300 °C (6.5h)

94.55

Ba6ScNb9O30

1250 °C (12h) + 1250 °C (12h) +1350 °C (6.5h)

1350 °C (6.5h)

88.65

Ba6InNb9O30

1250 °C (12h) + 1250 °C (12h) +1350 °C (6.5h)

1350 °C (6.5h)

92.15

Compound

Relative density/%

Table 2 Activation energies for the bulk and ―grain boundary‖ of Ba 6M3+Nb9O30 electrical conduction processes;
data extracted from the electrical conductivity, σ, and time constant, τ.
Compound

Ba6GaNb9O30
Ba6ScNb9O30
Ba6InNb9O30

σbulk

“σgrain boundary”

τbulk

“τgrain boundary”

(M’’ vs. f data)

(Z’’ vs. f data)

(M’’ vs. f data)

(Z’’ vs. f data)

Ea=0.854±0.012

Ea=0.700±0.066

Ea=0.912±0.013

Ea=1.253±0.017

r=0.99907

r=0.99104

r=0.99900

r=0.99980

Ea=1.114±0.083

Ea=1.127±0.031

Ea=1.233±0.065

Ea=1.262±0.028

r=0.99272

r=0.99810

r=0.99440

r=0.99877

Ea=0.676±0.036

Ea=0.820±0.047

Ea=0.803±0.036

Ea=1.238±0.059

r=0.99287

r=0.99181

r=0.99498

r=0.99435

where ―r‖ is the correlation coefficient.

